
 

 

Project Update: August 2014 
 

1. We’ve seen an increase in the activities and events hosted at City Park by 
groups from around Nairobi.  These activities draw people to City Park, often for 
the first time, and allow the Friends to give the story of the park, call for its 
conservation, and provides an opportunity to create awareness about its 
biodiversity and the importance of nature in the city.  The Friends advocacy 
activities and the better communication enabled by the project have brought 
greater visibility and attention on City Park. 

 
Some of these diverse activities include: monthly nature walks, school visits, 
corporate treasure hunts, Nai ni Who (neighbourhood friendship) Festival in 
2013 and July 2014, Workshop day for Building the City: Planning, Participation, 
and Practice in East Africa by the British Institute in Eastern Africa, in March 
2014, African Youth Initiative on Climate Change – Kenya World Environment 
Day Cleanup and tree planting in June 2014, and the Urban Swaras group run in 
July 2014. 

 
2. The garden areas planted in 2013 continue to mature.  The butterfly house 

while still unable to sustain a breeding population of butterflies has played a 
leading educational role in the activities mentioned above.  Butterflies are 
collected from the park, or requested from a partner butterfly house at the 
coast, and children and other visitors have an opportunity to interact with the 
butterflies and learn about their lifecycle. 

 
3. The activities, the engagement, website, education are all contributing to a 

much more robust discussion about City Park, its use and its future, and building 
the community of people concerned for the park and nature in the City. 

 
Also, 5000 copies of a support brochure have been produced, anticipated to go 
a long way in promoting the park and seeking greater support, in donations, 
subscriptions or in kind. 

 
4. The new Friends website made possible through this project, together with 

social media initiatives are generating referrals and sign‐ups.  We’ve had about 
5,354 page views from about 1000 users in the last 14 months, with 43% of 
these being returning users.    Almost 90% of these are being referred from our 
Facebook activity, where our following (2,167 Likes) and reach (of between 400-
‐6000 on different posts) has increased - we’ve had more posts, promotion, and 
feedback. This is very exciting as we’ve never before been a b l e  to gather this 
kind of feedback, commentary, and understanding on City Park. 

 
5. A considerable time and effort has been spent on ensuring that City Park 

remains public green space.  This has had some success, and we are celebrating 
the National Land Commission’s (NLC) determination (of 1st July 2014) that 14 
properties made up of City Park land, are to be revoked.  The NLC is a relatively 
new government body that should protect public land. The activities, 



 

awareness, and logistical support of transport and communication that this 
project has provided has made it easier to present the management and land 
issues to the NLC and others, bringing attention to the value of City Park and 
calling for its protection. 

 
6. ‘Creating a Pollinator Garden’ is an article that appears in the 2014 August issue 

of the Kenya Birding magazine and on the Friends blog, providing some insight 
to others who might wish to learn from this initiative.  It focuses on planting a 
pollinator garden: choosing a site, site preparation, planting and mulching, and 
tips on which flowers were planted. 

 
 


